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Abstract
The problem of existence and uniqueness of greatest lower bound (glb) and least upper
bound (lub) of a set in group induced cone (GIC) ordering is discussed. Explicit formu-
la for the glb is given. The results are applied to obtain the best possible upper bound in
GIC ordering for values of linear and nonnegative linear maps. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc.
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1. Motivation and summary
Eaton [10] introduced group induced cone orderings (GIC orderings) which are
special cases of group majorization orderings (G-majorizations). In recent years, the
orderings and so-called Eaton triples related to them have attracted growing interest
among researchers (see [8–10,12,15–18,20–22]). The main reason of this is a uni-
fying role of these notions in many problems of matrix theory, statistics, and Lie
theory.
Recently, Niezgoda [19] presented a group majorization inequality which bounds
from above values of a general linear map by an expression related to a Hadamard
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type product. Substituting various types of linear maps and groups into the inequality,
one can get a variety of useful and important majorization inequalities. In particular,
in this way some results of Bapat [5–7], and Ando et al. [4] can be obtained.
The inequality involves a parameter deciding on the accuracy of the estimation.
The parameter is an upper bound of a set depending on the linear map. So, in order
to get the best possible upper bound in the inequality, we are interested in the least
upper bound (lub) of the set. This leads to the question of existence and uniqueness
of lub and greatest lower bound (glb) of a set with respect to a GIC ordering. The
purpose of this note is to give a solution to this problem. Here we extend some
ideas of Alberti and Uhlmann [1], Bapat [7] and Ando [3] from the case of classical
majorization and weak majorization to a GIC ordering.
Section 2 is expository and it contains needed results on GIC orderings and related
notions. In Section 3, we show that for a given bounded set there exist the unique (up
to G-equivalence) lub and glb. This shows that a GIC ordering induces a structure of
a complete lattice. We present explicit formula for glb. The formula is a consequence
of the structure of a reflection group, and involve fundamental basis and its dual basis
connected with the GIC ordering. It is interesting that an analogous formula for lub
cannot be obtained in general. Also, we discuss the problem of simplification of
assumptions in the context of finite reflection groups and effective groups.
All of this enables us to optimalize upper estimate of values of a linear map. As
conclusion, at the end of Section 3 we demonstrate Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 giving
the best possible upper estimate in the mentioned linear inequality. Our results are
given for linear and nonnegative linear maps. For symmetric nonnegative maps the
inequality takes a particularly simple form. Specifications of the corollaries for the
group of unitary equivalences yield results of Bapat [7].
2. GIC orderings with Schur’s property
Let V be a finite-dimensional real linear space with inner product h; i, and let G
be a closed subgroup of the orthogonal group O.V / acting on V. The group majori-
zation w.r.t. G, abbreviated as G-majorization and written as G, is the G-invariant
preordering on V defined by
y G x iff y 2 CG.x/;
where CG.x/ is the convex hull of the set Gx D fgx V g 2 Gg, the orbit of the vector
x under G. Additionally, G generates the equivalence relation G on V defined as
follows:
y G x iff y G x and x G y:
The group majorization G on V is a group induced cone ordering (for short, a
GIC ordering) if there exists a nonempty closed convex cone D  V such that
(A1) Gx \ D is not empty for all x 2 V ,
(A2) hx; yi > hx; gyi for all x; y 2 D and g 2 G.
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In this situation, we shall also say that .V ;G;D/ is an Eaton triple (cf. a similar
concept of a normal decomposition system [13, Definition 3.1]). For a discussion of
G-majorizations, GIC orderings and Eaton triples, the reader is referred to
[8–12,15–19,21,22]. The references contain various examples of these notions, so
we will not reproduce them in the current note.
To justify the term “group induced cone ordering”, observe that a GIC order-
ing G restricted to its convex cone D is the cone ordering induced by the dual
cone of D w.r.t. the subspace W D span D, that is by dualWD D fw 2 W V hz;wi >
0 for all z 2 Dg. Namely, for any x; y 2 D
y G x iff hz; yi 6 hz; xi for all z 2 D: (2.1)
Likewise, for x; y 2 V
y G x iff hz; gyi 6 hz; x#i for all g 2 G; z 2 D;
where ./# V V ! D is the unique idempotent G-invariant operator such that fx#g D
Gx \ D for x 2 V , and y G x iff y# G x# for all x; y 2 V (cf. [16, p. 14; 19,
p. 210]).
The linear subspace MG D fz 2 V V gz D z; g 2 Gg is the set of all minimal
points w.r.t. G (see [20, p. 109]). On the other hand (see [18, pp. 83 and 84])
CG.x/ \ MG D f Nxg; x 2 V;
and
CG.x/ D CG.bx/ C Nx; x 2 V;
where Nx is the unique minimal point in CG.x/ and bx D x − Nx. (The operators N./
and b./ are the orthoprojectors onto MG and M?G , respectively, where M?G is the
orthogonal complement of MG to V.) Therefore for any x; y 2 V
y G x iff Ny D Nx and by G bx: (2.2)
A group G  O.V / is a reflection group if there exists a set D  V of nonzero
vectors such that G is the smallest closed subgroup of O.V / which contains the set
fSr V r 2 Dg, where
Sr.x/ D x − 2

x;
r
krk

r
krk ; x 2 V;
is the reflection through the hyperplane orthogonal to r. A minimal set of reflections
generating G is called fundamental set of reflections for G.
It is known that finite reflection groups are the only finite subgroups of O.V /
inducing GIC orderings (see [20, Theorem 4.1; 11, pp. 841, 842]). An Eaton tri-
ple .V ;G;D/ with a finite reflection group G possessing fundamental reflections
Sr1; Sr2; : : : ; Srk has the following properties (see [11, p. 840]):
dualWD D cone fr1; r2; : : : ; rkg; (2.3)
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hri ; rj i 6 0 for all i; j D 1; 2; : : : ; k; i =D j; (2.4)
r1; r2; : : : ; rk is a basis of the space M?G; (2.5)
where the symbol coneA means the convex cone generated by a set A  V . In this
situation we call r1; r2; : : : ; rk a fundamental basis for G (in M?G ). Moreover, for any
x 2 V
x D
kX
iD1
hsi ; xiri C
lX
jD1
hdj ; xidj ;
where s1; s2; : : : ; sk 2 M?G is the dual basis to r1; r2; : : : ; rk in M?G , and d1; d2; : : : ;
dl is an orthonormal basis in MG. In consequence
D D cone fs1; s2; : : : ; sk; d1; d2; : : : ; dl;−d1;−d2; : : : ;−dlg: (2.6)
Thus, by virtue of (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), if
x D
kX
iD1
iri C
lX
jD1
γjdj 2 D and y D
kX
iD1
iri C
lX
jD1
jdj 2 D; (2.7)
then
y G x iff i 6 i; γj D j ; i D 1; 2; : : : ; k; j D 1; 2; : : : ; l: (2.8)
Infinite groups inducing GIC orderings need not be reflection groups. However,
for a wide variety of cases, there is a possibility to reduce an initial GIC ordering
by a substitutional GIC ordering induced by a finite reflection group. Such cases
are characterized by Schur type inequality (2.9). (For a detailed discussion of this
problem see [16, Section 3].) In this note, such a characterization will be referred to
as Schur’s property. The idea of the following theorem is illustrated in details in [16,
Section 4].
Theorem 2.1 [16, Theorem 3.2; 20, Theorem 4.1]. Let V be a finite-dimensional real
inner product space and let G be a closed subgroup of O.V /. Assume that D  V
is a closed convex cone such that .V ;G;D/ is an Eaton triple. Let W D span D and
let H be the closed subgroup of O.W/ consisting of all restrictions h D gjW such
that g 2 G and g W D W .
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) the majorizations G and H are equivalent on W, that is y G x iff y H x
for all x; y 2 W ,
(ii) .W;H;D/ is an Eaton triple,
(iii) a Schur type inequality holds, that is
Px H x#; x 2 V; (2.9)
where P is the orthogonal projection from the space V onto the space W,
(iv) H is a finite reflection group acting on W.
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If an Eaton triple .V ;G;D/ has Schur’s property then .W;H;D/, where W D
span D and H D fh D gjW V g 2 G;g W D W g, is called the reduced triple of .V ;G;
D/ (see [21]).
In what follows, an essential role is played by effective groups and irreducible
groups. We say that a closed group G  O.V / is effective if MG D f0g. G is irre-
ducible if the only G-invariant subspaces of V are V and f0g. It is easily seen that if
G is irreducible then it is effective (unless G D fI g and V is one-dimensional).
For an Eaton triple .V ;G;D/, a criterion on the effectiveness of G is the follow-
ing:
G is effective iff hx; yi > 0 for all x; y 2 D; (2.10)
while a criterion on the irreducibility is
G is irreducible iff hx; yi > 0 for all x; y 2 Dnf0g (2.11)
(see [17, Theorem 3.2]). For examples of effective and irreducible groups inducing
GIC orderings we refer to [11,17]. In general [11, Lemma 2.1], G is effective iff
0 2 CG.x/ for each x 2 V . Moreover, if G is effective then
G is irreducible
iff the interior of CG.x/ is nonempty for each nonzero x 2 V . (2.12)
In this case, 0 belongs to the interior.
Observe that if for an Eaton triple .V ;G;D/ we put
bV D M?G; bG D fgjbV V g 2 Gg; bD D D \ bV ; (2.13)
then bG is a closed subgroup of O.bV /, and
.bV ; bG; bD/ is an Eaton triple, and bG is effective. (2.14)
3. Lattice property of a GIC ordering
In this section we consider the problem of existence and uniqueness of greatest
lower bound and least upper bound of a bounded set with respect to a given GIC
ordering. We develop ideas of Alberti and Uhlmann [1, pp. 55, 56], Bapat [7, pp. 62,
63], and Ando [3, p. 19] from the strong and weak majorizations on Rn to the case
of a GIC ordering having Schur’s property on a linear space V.
A vector ! 2 V is called a lower (upper) bound of a set B  V w.r.t. a GIC
ordering G if ! G x .x G !/ for all x 2 B. Because of G-invariance of G, it
is evident that ! 2 V is a lower bound of B iff g! 2 V is a lower bound of B for any
g 2 G. In particular, !# is a lower bound of B iff ! is so. (The same for an upper
bound.) We say that B is bounded from below (above) if the set of its lower (upper)
bounds is nonempty.
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It follows from (2.2) that a bounded set B by ! (from below or from above) must
satisfy B  M?G C N!. Notice also that if G is effective then each set B is bounded
from below by 0 . To see this, apply (2.1) and (2.10).
It is easy to check that the norm k  k induced by the inner product is increasing in
G (as a convex G-invariant function). In consequence, if B is bounded from above
in G then B is bounded from above in k  k. The converse is valid, among others,
for irreducible G. Namely, for any nonnegative number  we have
kxk 6  for all x 2 B
implies x G b for all x 2 B for some b 2 V: (3.1)
To prove this, it is enough to employ (2.12) and the fact that y G x iff y G x
for all vectors x; y 2 V and nonnegative scalars .
A vector !0 2 V is a greatest lower bound (glb) of B (w.r.t. G) if (i) !0 is a
lower bound of B, and (ii) ! G !0 for any lower bound ! 2 V of B. Analogously,
a least upper bound (lub) of B is a vector 0 2 V satisfying (i) 0 is an upper bound
of B, and (ii) 0 G  for any upper bound  2 V of B. Observe that glb (lub) of B
and B# D fx# V x 2 Bg are exactly the same (up to G-equivalence G).
In Theorem 3.1 we establish that for a given GIC ordering on V with Schur’s
property and a given bounded set B  V there exist the unique glb infG B in D
and lub supG B in D. In other words, such a GIC ordering generates a structure of
a complete lattice on the cone D (more precisely, on a bounded subset of D). It is
interesting that there is a simple and natural formula (3.2) for the glb. However, the
case of lub is somewhat different and requires certain additional assumptions (see
the discussion after the proof of Theorem 3.1).
Theorem 3.1. Assume V is a finite-dimensional real inner product space, G is
a closed subgroup of O.V /, and D  V is a closed convex cone. Suppose that
.V ;G;D/ is an Eaton triple having Schur’s property and .W;H;D/ is the re-
duced triple of .V ;G;D/. Let r1; r2; : : : ; rk be a fundamental basis for H and let
s1; s2; : : : ; sk be its dual basis. Assume B  V is a nonempty set.
(i) There exists up to the equivalence G one and only one glb of B if and only if B
has a lower bound ! 2 V . The unique glb belonging to D is given by
infGB D
kX
iD1
iri C N!; (3.2)
where
i D inf
x2B hsi ; x#i; i D 1; 2; : : : ; k: (3.3)
(ii) There exists up to the equivalence G one and only one lub of B if and only if
B has an upper bound  2 V .
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Proof. It is obvious that the existence of infG B (supG B) implies the boundedness
of B from below (above). We shall prove the converse implication.
(i) Case I. G is finite and effective. Then the triples .V ;G;D/ and .W;H;D/
coincide (see [16, Theorem 3.1]). Let B be bounded from below. By (2.6) and the
effectiveness, D D cone fs1; s2; : : : ; skg. Therefore by (2.10) we have hsi ; x#i > 0,
i D 1; 2; : : : ; k, for all x 2 B. Thus i in (3.3) are well-defined real nonnegative
numbers.
Put !0 D PkiD1 iri , where i D infx2B hsi ; x#i, i D 1; 2; : : : ; k. We claim that
!0 2 D. Because of (2.3) and of the fact D D dualW.dualWD/ it is sufficient to
prove that hri ; !0i > 0 for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; k. Namely, it is evident by (2.3) that for
any x 2 B we have x# 2 D D dualW.conefr1; r2; : : : ; rkg/. From this for any fixed
i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg we obtain hri ; x#i > 0. But ri D PkjD1 hri ; rj i sj by the duality of
the bases frig and fsig. Thus we get PkjD1 hri ; rj i hsj ; x#i > 0 and next hri ; rii hsi ; x#i
> − Pj =Di hri ; rj i hsj ; x#i. On account of (2.4) we have hri ; rj i 6 0 for all j =D i.
Therefore for each x 2 B
−
X
j =Di
hri ; rj i hsj ; x#i > −
X
j =Di
hri ; rj i inf
x2Bhsj ; x#i D −
X
j =Di
hri ; rj ij :
Combining the last inequalities, we obtain hri ; rii hsi ; x#i > − Pj =Di hri ; rj ij for
all x 2 B, which gives
hri ; riii D hri ; rii inf
x2Bhsi ; x#i > −
X
j =Di
hri ; rj ij ;
and further
Pk
jD1hri ; rj ij > 0. But recall that !0 D
Pk
jD1 j rj . So we get hri ; !0i
> 0 for any i D 1; 2; : : : ; k. This proves !0 2 D, as claimed.
The vector !0 is a glb of B. To prove this, observe that
hsi ; !0i D i for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; k: (3.4)
By virtue of (3.3) and (3.4), we get hsi ; !0i 6 hsi ; x#i for all x 2 B, i D 1; 2;
: : : ; k, which by (2.1) and (2.6) gives !0 G x# G x for all x 2 B, and means
that !0 is a lower bound of B. On the other hand, if ! 2 V is a lower bound of B , i.e.
if !# G ! G x G x# for all x 2 B, then, by (2.1) and (2.6), hsi ; !#i 6 hsi ; x#i
for all x 2 B, i D 1; 2; : : : k, so that by (3.3) and (3.4) hsi ; !#i 6 infx2Bhsi ; x#i D
i D hsi ; !0i for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; k. Thus !# G !0 and next ! G !0, as desired.
It remains to show the uniqueness. Observe that any two glbs !0 and e!0 of B must
be G-equivalent, i.e. !0 G e!0. Hence !0 D ge!0 for some g 2 G (see [12, p. 113]).
So, if !0;e!0 2 D then !0 D e!0 (see [18, Lemma 3.3]).
In this way !0 D PkiD1 iri D infG B is the unique glb of B contained in D
(notice that N! D 0, since N! 2 MG and G is effective), which gives (3.2).
Case II: G is infinite and effective. On account of Schur’s property for .V ;G;D/,
H  O.W/ is a finite reflection group acting on W (see Theorem 2.1). This group
is also effective. In fact, by the effectiveness of G,we have via (2.10) that hx; yi > 0
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for any x; y 2 D. Again employing (2.10), now for .W;H;D/, we obtain the effec-
tiveness of H on W.
Thus the results of Case I, with V replaced by W and G replaced by H, can be
applied for .W;H;D/ instead of .V ;G;D/. Therefore, for the set B# D fx# V x 2
Bg  W , there exists infH B# 2 D (when B is bounded from below, w.r.t. G, which
equivalently means that B# is bounded from below w.r.t. H ).
However, Schur’s property implies that majorizations G and H are equivalent
on W, so infH B# D infG B# D infG B. This completes the proof of Case II.
Case III. G is arbitrary (effective or noneffective). Consider a certain lower bound
! 2 V of B and the triple .bV ; bG; bD/ determined by (2.13). Hence ! G x for all
x 2 B, which, by (2.2), leads to N! D Nx and b! bG bx for any x 2 B. This means thatb! is a lower bound of the set bB D fbx V x 2 Bg with respect to bG.
Recall from (2.14) that .bV ; bG; bD/ is an Eaton triple and bG is effective. In addition,
Schur’s property holds for this triple. Now substituting bV , bG and bD for V, G and D,
respectively, and applying statements already proven in the theorem, we obtain the
existence and uniqueness of infbG bB D PkiD1 iri 2 bD, where i D infx2Bhsi ;bx#i D
infx2Bhsi ; x# − Nxi D infx2Bhsi ; x#i, because si 2 M?G , Nx 2 MG, and x# D bx# C Nx.
But, on account of (2.2), it is obvious that infG B D infbG bB C N!: This easily
gives (3.2).
(ii). Let U D f 2 V V  is an upper bound of Bg. By the assumption U is non-
empty. Moreover, U is bounded from below by any member of B. For this reason,
on account of proved part (i) of the theorem, there exists 0 D infG U 2 D, which
is unique. We will show 0 is a lub of B. It is evident that x G  for any x 2 B
and  2 U . Hence, each x 2 B is a lower bound of U , which leads to x G 0. This
implies 0 2 U . In addition, 0 G  for any  2 U . Thus 0 is a lub of B.
To see the uniqueness of the lub in D, apply the same reasoning as in the case of
glb. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In light of connections (2.7) and (2.8), it might be suggested that an analogue of
(3.2) and (3.3) for the lub in D should be the formula:
supGB D
kX
iD1
iri C N; (3.5)
where
i D sup
x2B
hsi ; x#i; i D 1; 2; : : : ; k: (3.6)
It is surprising that (3.5) under (3.6) does not hold in general. There are several
reasons of this. For example, an application of (2.8) requires the validity of (2.7).
Unfortunately, in general
Pk
iD1 iri 62 D. To see this, we can consider the case of
the weak majorization on R3. Then G is the group of generalized permutations
acting on R3, and D consists of vectors with nonnegative and decreasingly ordered
entries. It is known that G is an effective finite reflection group, and r1 D .1;−1; 0/,
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r2 D .0; 1;−1/, r3 D .0; 0; 1/ form the fundamental basis of G , while s1 D .1; 0; 0/,
s2 D .1; 1; 0/, s3 D .1; 1; 1/ is the dual basis. Take B D f.2; 2; 1/; .4; 0; 0/g. ThenP3
iD1 iri D .4; 0; 1/ 62 D.
Secondly, the proof for glb cannot be repeated for lub, because it is not true,
in general, that supx2B
P
j =Di .−hri ; rj ihsj ; x#i/ D
P
j =Di supx2B.−hri; rj ihsj ; x#i/
(unless k D 2), which is needed to proceed with the inequality hri ; riihsi ; x#i >
− Pj =Dihri ; rj ihsj ; x#i as in the case of glb. Recapitulating, if it is known a priori
that
Pk
iD1 iri 2 D then the unique lub of B in D is described by (3.5) and (3.6).
For instance, this happens on the plane R2 for the weak majorization.
It is also worthnoting that some simplifications are possible in Theorem 3.1 for
finite reflection groups as well as for effective groups.
Namely, when G is a finite reflection group then .V ;G;D/ is an Eaton triple
for some closed convex cone D. In addition, it is easily seen that Schur’s proper-
ty holds. In fact, then the interior of D is nonempty (see [16, Theorem 3.1]), so
W D span D D V . In consequence, H D G and the orthoprojector P from V onto
W is the identity. Hence the Schur type inequality (2.9) is met.
Therefore, for a finite reflection group G  O.V /, the previous assumptions on
G, D, and .V ;G;D/ in Theorem 3.1 can be deleted without lost of the assertions.
The mentioned results of Bapat [7, pp. 62, 63] are of this kind, since the weak ma-
jorization on Rn is generated by certain effective finite reflection group.
On the other hand, if G is effective then each set has lub, since it is bounded from
below by 0. Moreover, the term N! in (3.2) is equal to 0, because N! 2 MG D f0g.
In general, the term N! is uniquelly determined by the considered set B, although
! is not unique. To see this, it is enough to employ (2.2).
As a further application of Theorem 3.1, we shall give two results extending the-
orems of Bapat [7]. As previously, let V be a finite-dimensional real inner product
space. Assume that G  O.V / is a closed effective subgroup of O.V / possessing
Schur’s property for a closed convex cone D  V . We consider the reflection group
H D fgjW V g 2 G;gW D W g, where W D span D. Let r1; r2; : : : ; rk be a funda-
mental basis in W D M?H (the orthogonal complement of MH D fw 2 W V hw D
w;h 2 H g to W ) and let s1; s2; : : : ; sk be the dual basis in W to ri ’s. Suppose that
a1; a2; : : : ; ak form another (orthogonal) basis defined by
a1 D s1; ai D si − si−1; i D 2; : : : ; k:
We assume that all ai’s have the same length. Let  denote the Hadamard product
(on the space W ) induced by a1; a2; : : : ; ak as follows:
x  y D
kX
iD1
xiyiai;
where x D PkiD1 xiai 2 W and y D PkiD1 yiai 2 W (cf. [19, pp. 211, 212]).
For a linear operator L V V ! V , let LT denote the transpose of L in the sense
that hLx; yi D hx;LTyi for all x; y 2 V .
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Now we are ready to state the following corollaries. For their proofs, apply The-
orem 3.1, [19, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, and Comments on pp. 213,214], and (3.1).
Corollary 3.1. Under the above assumptions, suppose L V V ! V is a linear map.
Assume the set
fLgsi V g 2 G; i D 1; 2; : : : ; kg [ fLTgsi V g 2 G; i D 1; 2; : : : ; kg
is bounded from above in G and denote its lub in D by .L/. Then the following
inequalities hold:
Lx G x#  .L/ and LTx G x#  .L/ for all x 2 V:
In particular, the set is bounded from above in G and the inequalities are met when
G is irreducible.
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, assume G0  G is a group
such that the set C0 D Sg2G0 gD is a self-dual convex cone satisfying: (i) cone fa1;
: : : ; akg  C0, and (ii) gsk D sk for all g 2 G0. Suppose L V V ! V is a linear map
and it is C0-positive, i.e. LC0  C0. Let Lsk _ LTsk denote supGfLsk; LTskg. Then
Lx G x#  .Lsk _ LTsk/ and LTx G x#  .Lsk _ LTsk/ for all x 2 C0:
In particular, when L is symmetric (LT D L) then Lx G x#  Lsk for all x 2 C0.
Specifications of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 lead to main results of Bapat [7]. Namely,
put V to be the spaceMn.C/ of all n  n complex matrices (treated as a real lin-
ear space with the real inner product hX;Y i D Re tr XY  for X;Y 2Mn.C/, where
./ means conjugate transpose). Take G to be the group of unitary equivalences
onMn.C/, i.e. the group of all operators of the form X ! U1XU2, where U1; U2
run over the group of n  n unitary matrices. Then .V ;G;D/ is an Eaton triple,
where D is the set of all real diagonal matrices inMn.C/ with nonnegative diagonal
entries in decreasing order. To see this, it is sufficient to invoke the Singular Value
Decomposition Theorem and the trace inequality of von Neumann. By Theorem 2.1
it can be seen that the triple has Schur’s property, because the orderings G and
H are equivalent on the space of real diagonal matrices and H can be defined in
terms of weak majorization comparison of singular values of matrices. Also, (2.10)
and (2.11) give effectiveness and irreducibility of G. Furthermore, the product 
reduces to the usual Hadamard product for real diagonal matrices. It is known that
si , i D 1; : : : ; n, is the diagonal matrix whose the first i diagonal entries are 1 and
remaining are 0. Hence sn is the identity matrix I. If we put G0 to be the group
of all unitary similarities on Mn.C/, then C0 is the Loewner cone of all positive
semidefinite matrices. So then the C0-positivity of a linear map means the usual
positivity in Mn.C/. Therefore Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 give the mentioned results
[7, Theorem 7 and Corollary 12].
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